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to 68mm round and 65mm square.
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                    The dirt is ejected out of the front of the filter.
The cleaned filtered water passes on within the downpipe to the
systems point(s) of use, to storage or to a soakaway.



                                                                   absolutely assured.
Contact your infiltration system supplier if in any doubt.



                This ensures minimal nuisance from ejected water, and
is more easily managed cut at a lower height.
(Note: the sieve unit has to be easily accessible for maintenance).
To manage the ejected water we recommend consideration of a
small gutter or gentle slope away from the house wall, (picture a/b/d
on page 4) to avoid any damp build up towards the building wall.
Experience shows in some cases that a small sheet installed
Below the gutter area will assist in dispersing the ejected water.
Alternatively a small gravel patch below the dirt outlet can be used
as a soakaway for the ejected water.

416mm 405mm 510mm

O 100 O 80 O 68
    65

using UK
adapters
(see also 5.)

    68
    65



First lift the tongue of the filter insert slightly upwards
and then pull down and out to withdraw the sieve frame.

2. To clean the sieve
     Periodically clean the sieve with mild detergent and a brush

under running water to remove any biofilm (e.g. fats oils and
 greases that may have accumulated).

5. Customising the Rubber Grommet (if using)
The rubber grommet is optionally used when fitting the Leaf Separator Compact to
small downpipes (typically 68mm round and 65mm square). It is sided with a
square hole at one end and a circular hole at the other.
Fit the grommet with square hole upwards for square downpipes.
Fit the grommet with round hole upwards for round downpipes.

Note:
The grommet will only fit
into the top of the Filter
once the lower flange has
been trimmed.
See pictures right.

Trim the lower flange (only)
with a good pair of kitchen
scissors. (Shown here for
fitting to round downpipe). Note 3rd photo shows before and after with grommets
held upside down.
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Before periods of intense prolonged daytime freezing weather the
following issues should be considered.
The 3P Rainus should be projected from frost when, if there is no
sewer connections, there will not be enough warm air in the
downpipe or when the filter is installed in areas with prolonged
penetrative winter frosts.
In such prolonged freezing sunny clear weather and heavy frosts,
melting snow can melt and refreeze (the same weather situation
when icicles form). In such extreme conditions, both the filter or
downpipe can be damaged without protection. Also the melt water
can be ejected and refreeze in an unhelpful position.

In the most prolonged day freezing condition (below -10oC daytime).
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3P Technik UK
Unit 9, Parc Teifi

Cardigan
SA43 1EW

Tel:01239 623506

sales@3ptechnik.co.uk

www.3ptechnik.co.uk
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